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The 2016 GSA annual meeting in Denver, which is
even earlier than normal (September 25-28), is
coming up very quickly. The Hydrogeology
Division sponsored or co-sponsored nearly 50
poster and oral sessions this year, which cover an
exceptionally broad range of topics. The program
includes something for everyone, from water
quality impacts of abandoned mine lands to
hydrologic responses to El Niño and extreme
climatic events. Pages 11 - 15 contain a list of
division-sponsored sessions. The division is also
co-sponsoring a short course on vapor intrusion
and a field trip to examine the impacts from legacy
mining in the San Juan Mountains. Be sure to visit

the meeting website for additional details on the
full technical program and more.

The division will be hosting familiar events
like the Tuesday division luncheon, business
meetings, and the student reception. See page 8.
Undoubtedly this meeting will be a great
opportunity to catch up with old friends, make some
new ones, and learn about new scientific directions
and updates in a beautiful Rocky Mountain setting.

Hydrogeology Division Technical Program Chair

http://community.geosociety.org/gsa2016/home

Mark Engle

2016 Annual Meeting
Denver, CO
Sept. 25 - 28, 2016
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Alicia Wilson, Chair
GSA Hydrogeology

Division
Everyone has certainly already noticed that the
meeting is early this year, but I still feel
compelled to start off by mentioning that the
meeting is early this year. No need to arrange
Halloween costumes or absentee ballots! It will
be great to see you all at the end of September in
Denver.

While you are in Denver please remember to
thank Mark Engle and Kallina Dunkle for their
great work organizing the technical program.
Also thank Kallina for her many years of
organizing the student reception. This year she
has had the help of Tara Root, who will take over
the student reception next year as Kallina
moves into the job of lead technical program
committee rep for the 2017 meeting. I would
also like to introduce our incoming management
board, which will consist of Abe Springer
(Chair), Steve Van der Hoven (vice-chair), Bill

Cunningham (2nd vice chair), Madelyn Percy
(joining us for a 2nd term as student rep), and Eric
Peterson, who will be starting his second three-
year term as secretary-treasurer. Thanks also to
newsletter editor Andrea Brookfield, who not only
disseminates the news but reminds the chair that
news needs to be disseminated, and webmaster
Mike Sukop, who, with the assistance of graduate
student Vanessa Londono, has been instrumental
in helping us begin to use GSA's Connected
Community web environment. Remember that
you can always find the new webpage by
searching for “hydrogeology division.” We're the
only one!

Now a word for students (and the advisors whom
we hope will encourage shy students to
participate): We will run an informal mentoring
program at the Hydro Div booth during morning
breaks Sunday through Tuesday of the meeting.
Senior students, come share your knowledge with
students who are less experienced. Know that
they will appreciate advice that does not begin,
“When I started going to these things in the 90s…”
Of course, speaking as a person who in fact
started going to these things in the 90s, I do have
one thing I would like to pass along. If you can't
imagine yourself becoming chair of a division at
GSA, you should know that I could not imagine it
when I was a student, either. Just keep moving,
and you will be surprised at the kinds of things that
suddenly seem possible. I wish you good luck and
fun on the way.

It has been a tremendous pleasure to work with the
outstanding hydrogeologists of the Hydrogeology
Division this year, and I look forward to seeing you
all in Denver.

Alicia

The Hydrogeologist

The Hydrogeologist is a publication of the Hydrogeology Division of the Geological Society of America. It is issued three times a year, to communicate
news of interest to members of the Hydrogeology Division. During 1998, the publication moved from paper-based to electronic media. The electronic
version may be accessed at: < >. Members of the Hydrogeology Division who have electronic mail will
receive notification of all new issues. Other members will continue to receive paper copies.

Contributions and material are most welcome, and should be directed to the Editor. Submission as a Word or WordPerfect document is most expedient.

Andrea E. Brookfield, Editor
The Hydrogeologist
Kansas Geological Survey
1930 Constant Avenue, Moore 414 Voice: (785) 864-2199
Lawrence, KS Fax: (785) 864-5317
66047-3726 Email: andrea@kgs.ku.edu

http://community.geosociety.org/hydrodivision

The deadline for the Winter issue is January 1, 2017.
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Overview of the 2015 Birdsall-Dreiss
Distinguished Lectureship

by Cliff Voss - U.S. Geological Survey

Editor’s note: this article should have been included in

the Summer 2016 edition, but an oversight on my part

omitted it. I apologize to Dr.Voss and those readers

who had been looking forward to his article.

ere is a brief synopsis of my one-plus years of
being the 2015 Birdsall-Dreiss Distinguished
Lecturer (BDL) for the Hydrogeology Division of
GSA.

I was on BDL travel for about 160 days
between February 2015 and May 2016, visiting 55
towns, and 66 venues. Most visits were in the
USA, a few in Denmark, Germany, Italy, Sweden
and the UK, and several were in China. I spent
one-on-one time with a few hundred new people,
mostly earth scientists, students and private
professionals and was able to visit many
colleagues who I already knew.

As BDL, I gave 70 lectures and I remained
enthusiastic about giving them because their
content evolved over the year. There were three
quite different lectures:

presented 28 times, focused on the power of
attempting to do hydrogeologic modeling in the
simplest most-effective way, with examples from
modeling very large aquifer systems (Nubian
Aquifer and Bengal Basin Aquifer). My central
message about the need for simplicity in
describing hydrogeologic systems resonated with
many listeners and was disconcerting to some
students and less-experienced analysts, whose
initial tendency is to include as much detail as
possible and to match all data in their model
analyses. Students repeatedly asked me 'how'
they should simplify their own model analysis. I
explained that figuring out 'how' to create a strong-
simple analysis depended on their own knowledge
and experience, and that there was a crucial
difference between mere application of
computational technology to data (what students
are often taught) and developing true scientific
insight into a system or process. Only a minority of
experienced practitioners seemed to be making
overly-complex groundwater model analyses.

#1:

#2: presented 29 times, showed a variety of
interesting flow fields generated by the three

H

configurations of variable-density groundwater (the
'happy' one: less-dense above more-dense fluid; the
coastal one: side-by-side less-dense and more-
dense fluids; and the 'unhappy' one: more-dense
above less-dense fluid) distributions. A real field
example was given for each configuration. One
takeaway message was that variable-density flow
effects may be ubiquitous in the subsurface, even for
relatively small density differences, and may need to
be considered by hydrogeologists more often and not
only for the most-obvious variable-density situations
like coastal aquifers.

: presented 13 times, described earth's abundant
ground ice and permafrost and the dynamic
interaction of subsurface ice and groundwater flow.
Large impacts were demonstrated of changing
climate on hydrologic systems of both groundwater
and surface water, due to thawing or growth of
subsurface ice. I showed applications of a new USGS
simulation tool that represents the freeze/thaw
process in groundwater and explained how such
tools would be important for assessing and managing
the response of cold-regions hydrologic systems to
external drivers like human infrastructure and climate
change. Hydrogeologists are only just beginning to
study 'cryohydrogeology' – and lots of opportunities
for exciting and important research exist.

My extensive travel was made possible by
GSA's Hydrogeology Division providing $15K ($5K
more than for previous BDLs) and USGS (via the
National Research Program) providing not only my
time and salary cost, but also an additional $5K for
BDL travel. These funds covered my to/from travel to
each location and upon arriving, each local host
provided my lodging and local costs. I had used up all
of the GSA/USGS funds by the end of 2015, but was
able to go on one last extended BDL travel to China
for the month of April 2016. I had 8 hosts there in 6
cities, one at each hydrogeology institute/university
that I visited. My China hosts made this possible by
providing the entire cost of my travel. Before visiting, I
thought I was the first BDL to tour in China, but I
learned that Chunmiao Zheng, our 2009 BDL (now
leading a dynamic new department at SUSTC in
Shenzhen and my main China host) had toured
China as BDLfirst!

Please see on page 7

#3

2015 BDL
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Fisher 2016 O.E. Meinzer Award
Recipient

The last article (WRR 2006) represents a shift in
Andy’s research to onshore processes,
demonstrating the use of heat as a tracer for
groundwater-surface water interactions.

Andy’s citationist, Dr. Steve Ingebritsen,
describes Andy as “a leading practitioner in this
field, a prolific and influential scholar, and a most
worthy recipient of the 2016 Meinzer Award.”
Given these vital contributions to subsea and
onshore hydrogeology illustrated by the five
works cited here, Andy Fisher is this year’s
recipient of the Hydrogeology Division’s O.E.
MeinzerAward.

The O.E. Meinzer
Award wi l l be
presented to Dr.
Andrew T. Fisher
of the Earth and
P l a n e t a r y
S c i e n c e s
Department of the
U n i v e r s i t y o f
California, Santa
C r u z a t t h e
H y d r o g e o l o g y
Division luncheon
at the Denver GSA
meet ing. Andy
received his B.S.
in Geology from

Dr. Andrew T.  Fisher Papers Cited For The Meinzer

Fisher, A.T., Becker, K., Narasimhan, T.N.,
Langseth, M.G., and Mottl, M.J., 1990,
Passive, off-axis convection through the
southern flank of the Costa Rica Rift:
Journal of Geophysical Research,v. 95, p.
9343–9370.

Fisher, A.T., 1998, Permeability within
basaltic oceanic crust: Reviews of
Geophysics v. 36, p. 143–182.

Fisher, A., and Becker, K., 2000, Reconciling
heat flow and permeability data with a
model of channelized flow in oceanic crust:
Nature, v 403, p. 71–74.

Fisher, A.T., et al., 2003, Hydrothermal
recharge and discharge across 50 km
guided by seamounts on a young ridge
flank: Nature, v. 421, p. 618–621.

Hatch, C.E., Fisher, A.T., Revenaugh, J.S.,
Constantz, J., and Ruehl, C., 2006:
Quantifying surface water-ground water
interactions using time series analysis of
streambed thermal records: method
development: Water Resources Research,
v. 42, doi:10.1029/2005WR004787.

Stanford University, and his Ph.D. in Marine
Geology and Geophysics from the Rosenstiel
School of Marine and Atmospheric Science at the
University of Miami. His research interests include
geothermics, marine and terrestrial hydrogeology,
submarine groundwater discharge, and coupled
fluid/heat/solute transport in the deep biosphere,
amongst others. Andy is a co-PI for the NSF
Science and Technology center, the Center for
Dark Energy Biosphere Investigations (C-DEBI),
and for the University of California’s Water
Security and Sustainability Reseach Initiative. He
is also the founder of The Recharge Initiative,
which aims to protect, enhance, and improve the
availability and reliability of groundwater
resources.

In support of Andy’s Meinzer Award, five
works were cited (see insert). This work highlights
the depth and breadth of his research interests.
The first four works are related to subsea
hydrogeology. The first article (JGR 1990)
explains subsea circulation, which is mainly from
lows to highs (in contrast to in the continental crust)
due to geothermal heating induced density
differences. The second article (RoG 1998)
provides an overview of the permeability structure
of the oceanic crust, and the third and fourth
articles (Nature 2000; Nature 2003) document the
role of basement outcrops in guiding and focusing
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Want to know what’s going on within the Division?
Then visit our website at:

< >
OR

Join the GSA Hydrogeology Division group
to catch up on the latest events or find out how you can become more involved with our activities

http://community.geosociety.org/hydrodivision

facebook

Hess Receives the 2016 George
Maxey Distinguished Service
Award

The 2016 George Burke Maxey Distinguished
Service Award is presented to Dr. John W. “Jack”
Hess, the president of the Geological Society of
America Foundation in Boulder, Colorado. Jack
received a B.Sc. and Ph.D. in geology from The
Pennsylvania State University and also attended
the Stanford Executive Program, Stanford
University. Prior to joining the Foundation in 2015
Jack served as the executive director of the
Geological Society of America for 13 years. He
has also spent time as the executive director of the
Division of Hydrologic Sciences and vice
president for academic affairs at the Desert
Research Institute (DRI) in Nevada. While at DRI
he served on the faculty at the University of
Nevada, Reno, and the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, where he taught several courses in
hydrogeology and low-temperature geochemistry.

He has also served on 35 graduate committes (6
Ph.D.), including committee chairman for 18
students (3 Ph.D.). In 2000-2001 Dr. Hess served
as a Congressional Science Fellow in the office of
Senator Harry Reid (D-Nev).

Jack’s service to the Division, to GSA, and
to the discipline of hydrogeology is exemplary. He
currently serves as the chair of the Board of the
Karst Waters Institute and on the Board of the
American Hiking Society. He is the president of the
Longs Peak Council of the Boy Scouts of America,
and serves on the U.S. National Committee for
Geological Sciences and the U.S. National
Commission for UNESCO. He has served on the
Board of the National Cave and Karst Research
Institute, the Association of Earth Science Editors,
and the Karst Commission of the International
Association of Hydrogeologists. He also chaired
the U.S. National Committee for the International
Year of Planet Earth. He served 3-year terms as
associate editor for both the
and . Jack is a Fellow of the
Geological Society of America, the National
Speleological Society, and the Cave Research
Foundation, and an Honorary Fellow of the
Geological Society of London.

Within the Division, Jack served on the
Management Board from 1993 to 1997, including
his time as chair from 1995-1996. In 1984 he
served as field trip chairman, and in 1987 as
program chairman, for the Hydrogeology Division.

In light of these past and continued
contributions to the Division, the Hydrogeology
Division is pleased to present Dr. John W. Hess
with the 2016 George Burke Maxey Distinguished
ServiceAward.

Journal of Hydrology
Hydrogeology Journal

Dr. John W. ”Jack” Hess



Sawyer is the 2016 Recipient of the
Kohout Early Career Award

The 2016 Kohout Early Career Award is presented
to Dr. Audrey H. Sawyer, an assistant professor of
earth science at The Ohio State University. Audrey
holds a B.S. in geology and environmental
engineering from Rice University, an M.Sc. in
geoscience (marine hydrogeology) from
Pennsylvania State University, and a Ph.D. in
geological sciences from the University of Texas at

Dr. Audrey H. Sawyer

Austin. After receiving her Ph.D. she completed
postdoctoral research in coastal hydrogeology at
University of Delaware before accepting a position
as assistant professor at University of Kentucky.

As indicated by Audrey’s citationist, Dr. M.
Bayani Cardenas, Audrey’s recent research has
impacted the very field in which Francis Kohout
provided seminal contributions. Her recent paper in

calculates submarine groundwater
discharge along the entire coastline of the United
States, and maps out areas vulnerable to
contamination. Audrey also conducts significant
research in groundwater-surface water interactions,
including important biochemical processes. She is
involved in research extending from the Arctic to
Africa.

Dr. Sawyer is considered not only an
outstanding researcher, but is also an outstanding
contributor to the hydrogeologic community. She
was recognized by the AGU Editor’s Choice Award
for Excellence in Refereeing in 2014 by

, and again in 2015 by
.

In light of Audrey’s impressive research and
publication record the Hydrogeology Division is
proud to present Dr.Audrey H. Sawyer with the 2016
Kohout Early CareerAward.

Science

Water
Resources Research
Geophysical Research Letters

The LaMoreaux International Lectureship Fund
The Division is delighted to announce the
establishment of the LaMoreaux International
Lectureship Fund this year. The fund is named for its
benefactors, Drs. Philip and Bunnie LaMoreaux.
Many remember Philip as a founding member of the
GSA Hydrogeology Division and President of the
International Association of Hydrogeologists (IAH).
As a very active member of the hydrogeology
community, he was recognized by multiple national
and internat ional awards inc lud ing the
Hydrogeology Division's George Burke Maxey
Distinguished Service Award and election to the
National Academy of Engineers in 1989. In addition
to Phil's international work, Phil and Bunnie were
well-known for their global travel and relationships.
In honor of those interests, the purpose of the
LaMoreaux Fund is to work in parallel with the John
M. Birdsall Fund and the Shirley J. Dreiss Memorial

Chapter), son of Phil and Bunnie, whose work to
direct this very generous gift toward the
Hydrogeology Division and this lecture series is
greatly appreciated.

6

Fund in funding a portion of
the expenses for theBirdsall-
D r e i s s D i s t i n g u i s h e d
L e c t u r e r S e r i e s i n
presenting lectures outside
North America. These
international lectures will be
cal led the LaMoreaux
Lectures. We thank the
L a M o r e a u x f a m i l y ,
particularly Hydrogeology
Div is ion member J im
LaMoreaux (new Chair of
the IAH US Nat iona l

Dr. Philip LaMoreaux
Photo credit:
National Academies
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2015 BDL continued

I give my sincere regrets to the over 20 other
universities that invited me; I simply could not fit
these into my schedule. I tried to be effective with
my available funds, prioritizing trips on which I
could visit several universities in each area to
which I flew. I did not try to select places that I
somehow preferred, rather allowing efficiency and
my desire to visit as many places as possible
dictate my itineraries.

The earth scientists that I met were
involved in the full scale of questions that define
hydrogeology, in size from nano-scale laboratory
and theoretical development to field and modeling
studies of very large aquifer systems with
associated processes, and in time from seconds-
long porous-medium response to large-scale
hydrologic responses over geologic time.

Afew examples:
- Intriguing combined field and modeling studies in
closed basins (Atacama Desert, Chile, and Heihe
River Basin, China) follow surface and
groundwaters from high-mountain glacial and
snow sources to saline lakes at flowpaths' end.
These seemed to reflect a perfect meld of my own
personal interests and the topics of my 3 BDL
lectures.

- Special funding by energy interests has created a
recent research focus on enhancing oil and gas
development via fracking and on carbon
sequestration by deep-well injection of CO2 and
on the environmental impacts of these activities.

- Measurement techniques for new tracers are
being developed to help characterize groundwater
systems, such as Ar39 for dating waters within the
current age-dating gap for waters with ages in the
hundreds of years.

There are many other wonderful projects that I
learned about and it became clear to me that
research is alive and well in hydrogeology and in

many places is being effectively applied to improve the
human situation and our interaction with earth
systems.

However, one observation that became more
and more apparent through my visits disturbs me. It
seemed to be true at all universities: a difficult job
situation for advanced hydrogeology degree
recipients. I noted that after completing a Master's
degree, students were usually able to find
employment in a short time. They are hired in support
positions by private consultants or government
agencies. In contrast, students completing Doctoral
degrees and Post-Doctoral researchers ending their
research terms were having a very hard time finding
employment. It seems that higher degrees are not
often an advantage in the private-industry job market,
and that university and institutional higher-level
research and faculty positions that prize higher
degrees in hydrogeology/hydrology are few. Some
new PhDs and experienced Post-Docs are taking jobs
that do not match their abilities.Although I base this on
visits to many universities and meetings with many
students during my tour year, perhaps this observation
would have been true even in years past. Perhaps the
job market for higher degree earners has been difficult
for a long time and this is well-known, but I am not
sure... It seems to me that this topic is worth worrying
about and discussing – as it affects how we should
progress hydrogeologic education. Is it a problem of
too much supply and too little demand, is this long-
term or a temporary situation? Are we producing too
many high-degree earners in hydrogeology?

This has also been a year of higher re-
education for me in earth science. I learned lots, it was
fascinating, and in the process I met many wonderful
scientists, both young ones just starting their careers
and experienced-established ones; I made many new
friends and hope we stay in touch. I became even
more optimistic about how hydrogeology is evolving.
Thanks to GSA-Hydrogeology Division for providing
this opportunity each year to both the lecturer and the
institutes visited!

Do you have an interesting idea for a short scientific article?
Perhaps an opinion on a new policy or technique? Any
exciting news in your professional life? Upcoming conference?
An announcement of interest to the hydrological community?
If so, why not publish it in The Hydrogeologist? Send your
submission ideas to andrea@kgs.ku.edu

STUDENTS, WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU TOO!
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Darcy Distinguished Lecture

Luncheon,Awards & Business Meeting
*Ticket Required*

Monday, September 26, 2016
4:00 - 5:00pm
Colorado Convention Center
Room 505

Tuesday, September 27, 2016
11:30am - 3:30pm
Colorado Convention Center
Mile High Ballroom 1B-E

2016 Annual Meeting Division Events

Birdsall Dreiss Lecture
Tuesday, September 27, 2016
4:30 - 5:30pm
Colorado Convention Center
Room 201

Student Reception
Tuesday, September 27, 2016
5:30 - 8:00pm
Colorado Convention Center
Room 201

Where Have the Students Gone?
This new series is not for figuring out the cause of low enrollment numbers, but is to provide updates on
past student award winners. So, if you have had one of your students win an award in the past, or if you
are a student who has won a Student Research Award, I may be tracking you down to find out what has
happened since the award. I also welcome unsolicited updates for future editions! Send them to:

Our inaugural student awardee is .Dr. Mark Hausnerandrea@kgs.ku.edu.

Dr. Mark Hausner

Environmental Engineering at Universidad
Católica in Santiago Chile and as a Maki
Postdoctoral Fellow at the Desert Research
Institute (DRI) in Las Vegas, Nevada. He is
currently an Assistant Research Professor in the
Division of Hydrologic Sciences at DRI. Mark's
research focuses largely on environmental fluid
mechanics and fluxes of water and energy in the
environment, with a particular emphasis on the
impacts of physical changes to ecosystems on the
species occupying those changing ecosystems.
Current projects examine the impacts of
groundwater development on the benthic
macroinvertebrate community in desert springs
and the effects of beaver dams on the health of
nearby riparian vegetation. His work in Devils Hole
(Death Valley National Park) was recently featured
in the VegasPBS series Outdoor Nevada, and can
be seen here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4lp-QdDuIw

Mark Hausner was a Student Research Grant
Award winner in 2011 and completed his PhD in
Hydrogeology at the University of Nevada Reno in
2013. After finishing, he worked as a Postdoctoral
Researcher in the Department of Hydraulic and
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Ed Harvey is supervisory hydrologist and chief of the
U.S National Park Service (NPS) Water Resources
Division (WRD) located in Fort Collins, Colorado. He
received his B.S. in geology/geophysics from Olivet
Nazarene University (1986), his M.S. in
hydrogeochemistry from Purdue University (1990)
and his Ph.D from the University of Waterloo in
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada (1996). Immediately
after graduation, Ed took a joint position at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) where he was
a research hydrogeologist with the Conservation
and Survey Division (the state's geologic and water
survey) and a professor of hydrologic sciences with
the School of Natural Resources (SNR). At UNL,
Ed's research focused on groundwater dependent
ecosystems, groundwater-surface water interaction,
and using geochemical and isotope applications
methods to characterize regional groundwater flow
systems. More about Ed and a list of his publications
can be found at:

In January, 2013, Ed left his academic
position to assume his current role as NPS WRD
chief. WRD provides Park Service-wide leadership
for the preservation, protection, and management of
the water and aquatic resources, offers technical
assistance to all 400+ national park units, leads and
supports development of NPS water resource
initiatives, guidelines, and policies and provides

ht tps: /www.nps.gov/orgs/1439/ for rest -ed-
harvey.htm.

Harvey Named 2017 Birdsall
Dreiss Lecturer

Dr. Ed Harvey

disciplinary and policy support to the Washington,
DC offices and Park Service leadership staff. More
information about WRD can be found at

.
Ed has served the broader geological and

hydrogeological community in various capacities.
He is Fellow of the Geological Society of America
(GSA), is presently a GSA Councilor, and served as
the GSA Books Editor from 2011-2014. Ed chaired
the GSA Hydrogeology Division from 2010-2011,
having previously served as vice chair, newsletter
editor, website administrator and technical program
chair for the 2009 meeting in Portland. In 2008, Ed
received the GSA Hydrogeology Division's George
Burke Maxey Distinguished Service Award. Ed has
also been an associate editor for Ground Water and
Hydrogeology journals.

Interested institutions can schedule a visit by
contacting Ed Harvey at forrest_harvey@nps.gov.
Or, you can visit the GSA Hydrogeology Division
Birdsall-Dreiss website and complete a request form
at:

.
If emailing, please provide your institution

name, a contact person's email and phone, and
potential dates for when you would like to host the
lecture. Ed will present one lecture on the topic of
National Park water resources described below.
GSA's Hydrogeology Division is particularly
interested in including liberal arts colleges in the
itinerary. The Division pays transportation
expenses, and the host institution is expected to
provide local accommodations.

On August 25, 1916, President Woodrow Wilson
signed the act creating the National Park Service, a
new bureau in the Department of the Interior. This
“Organic Act” directed the Park Service “to conserve
the scenery and the natural and historic objects and
the wild life therein and to provide for the enjoyment
of the same in such manner and by such means as

Birdsall Dreiss LectureAbstract

Please see on page 16

Water Resource Management in the U.S.
National Park Service

https://www.nps.gov/orgs/1439/index.htm

http://community.geosociety.org/hydrodivision/abou
tus/birdsall-lectures

2017 BDL

http://community.geosociety.org/hydrodivision/aboutus/birdsall-lectures
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Strawberry Park Hot Springs, CO

Strawberry Park Hot Springs, Colorado.
Photo credit: Ken Wright via sweetpeatours.com

This photo is from a vacation destination not too
far from Denver, the site of the upcoming 2016
GSA Annual Meeting. The first person to
correctly identify the photo of Strawberry Park
Hot Springs in Colorado was Dr. Chris Gellasch
of the Uniformed Services University of the
Health Sciences. David Kulczycki of Geosyntec
Consultants also correctly identified the location.

Strawberry Park Hot Springs, also known
as Routt Hot Springs is one of many year-round
hot springs in Colorado. An assessment of
geothermal resouces in the region, completed in
the early 1980s identified the control of these
springs to be faults in Precambrian granitic
rocks. Later work estimated 250 g/min flows
from these faults into the hot springs, with a
maximum temperature of 63.1 C.

o

Where in the World?
T h i s p i c t u r e i s
brought to us by the
2017 Birdsall-Dreiss
l ec tu re r, D r. Ed
Harvey.
. Think you know
where this is? Let me
know by submitting
your guess to:

H i n t :

Photo credit : Ed
Harvey

andrea@kgs.ku.edu

T h e s e
sandstone cliffs and
beaches are located
within a National
Park, and the park is
celebrating it’s 50th
anniversary this year!

Online information used for this description can be found at:
https://gdr.openei.org/files/338/ColoradoTargets2012March.pdf
http://hermes.cde.state.co.us/drupal/islandora/object/co%3A11065/datastream/OBJ/view
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Fryar is the Recipient of 2016 IAH
International Service Award

ByAndy Manning

r. Alan Fryar, Department of Earth and
Environmental Sciences, University of Kentucky,
has been selected to receive the 2016 International
Association of Hydrogeologists U.S. Chapter's
International ServiceAward. TheAward recognizes
the efforts of hydrogeologists based in the United
States who have shown an outstanding
commitment to assisting the international
community with groundwater-related needs.

The award is being presented to Alan in
recognition of his significant contributions to the
international community in the areas of research,
education, and capacity building. His commitment
is demonstrated by over 15 years of high-impact
international research work, extensive mentoring
and collaborations with students and scholars from
the Middle East and Asia, and serving as a co-
developer of the ARCHES (Advancing Research &
Capacity in Hydrogeologic Education and Science)
program.

D

Alan began working internationally in 2001 in a
study of groundwater arsenic in West Bengal,
India. He has since worked in Morocco, Turkey,
Indonesia, China, Bangladesh, Thailand, India,
Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan. Alan has received
substantial grants from the Department of State,
NSF, and Moroccan Education Commission for
multiple international projects, hosted four
Fulbright scholars from Morocco and Pakistan,
was a Fulbright Scholar in Morocco in 2014, and
was a Fulbright Senior Specialist in Pakistan in
2009. The ARCHES program, which he co-
developed, has trained over 40 graduate students
from the Middle East and Southeast Asia
( ).

The Award will be presented to Alan during
the Hydrogeology Division Luncheon and Awards
Ceremony at the GSAAnnual Meeting in Denver on
Tuesday, September 27th. We hope you can join
us there for the presentation. CongratulationsAlan!

http://arches.wrrs.uga.edu

2016 GSA Annual Meeting Program Schedule
Hydrogeology Division - Pardee Sessions

Please see on page 12Meeting

DIVISION SPONSORED SESSIONS DATE/TOME/LOCATION (all in CCC)

P1. Mastery of the Subsurface: The

Challenge to Improve Subsurface

Energy Systems

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 1:45 PM-6:00 PM --

Mile High Ballroom 2A/3A

P2. When Oil and Water Mix:

Understanding the Environmental

Impacts of Shale Development I

Monday, 26 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Mile High Ballroom 2A/3A

P2. When Oil and Water Mix:

Understanding the Environmental

Impacts of Shale Development II

Monday, 26 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM --

Mile High Ballroom 2A/3A

P2. When Oil and Water Mix:

Understanding the Environmental

Impacts of Shale Development III

(Posters)

Monday, 26 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM --

Mile High Ballroom Prefunction

P5. The High Plains Aquifer: Can it be

Managed for Today and the Future?

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Mile High Ballroom 2A/3A
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2016 GSA Annual Meeting Program Schedule
Hydrogeology Division - Topical Sessions

Please see on page 13Meeting

DIVISION SPONSORED SESSIONS DATE/TOME/LOCATION (all in CCC)

Recent Advances in Hydrogeology

(Posters)

Wednesday, 28 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM -

Exhibit Hall E/F

Recent Advances in Hydrogeology I Sunday, 25 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM --

Room 502

Recent Advances in Hydrogeology II Monday, 26 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM --

Room 501

Something for Everybody: The Many

Faces of Karst Science in all its

Multidisciplinary Glory

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM --

Room 504

The Multidisciplinary Methodologies of

Karst Studies and their Practical

Applications to Science, Planning, Policy,

and Natural Resource Management

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 504

T28. Interdisciplinary Approaches to

Assessing Environmental Impact of

Mining

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM --

Room 302

T28. Interdisciplinary Approaches to

Assessing Environmental Impact of

Mining (Posters)

Monday, 26 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T31. Water Quality and Aqueous

Contaminants (Posters)

Wednesday, 28 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM -

Exhibit Hall E/F

T46. Advanced Information Systems and

the Geosciences: Visioning the Future

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM --

Room 205

T64. Injection-Induced Earthquakes:

Geologic and Operational Constraints,

Seismic Hazard, Mitigation, and Societal

Impact

Monday, 26 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 407

T70. The Animas River and Beyond:

Balancing Science and Policy in Cleaning

up America’s Abandoned Mine Lands

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 403

T71. A Centennial Celebration of Geology

and Hydrology in the National Parks:

Research, Mapping, and Resource

Management (Posters)

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T71. A Centennial Celebration of Geology

and Hydrology in the National Parks:

Research, Mapping, and Resource

Management I

Monday, 26 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Mile High Ballroom 4D
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2016 GSA Annual Meeting Program Schedule
Hydrogeology Division - Topical Sessions

Please see on page 14Meeting

DIVISION SPONSORED SESSIONS DATE/TOME/LOCATION (all in CCC)

T71. A Centennial Celebration of Geology

and Hydrology in the National Parks:

Research, Mapping, and Resource

Management II

Monday, 26 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM --

Mile High Ballroom 4D

T76. Digital Poster Session: Training

Preservice Teachers to Apply Digital

Technology across the Geoscience

Curriculum (Posters)

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 9:00 AM-5:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T99. A Showcase of Undergraduate

Research in Hydrogeology (Posters)

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 9:00 AM-5:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T100. Approaches to Characterizing

Groundwater Flow Systems at the

Watershed-Scale for Water Management

and Regulation

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 502

T100. Approaches to Characterizing

Groundwater Flow Systems at the

Watershed-Scale for Water Management

and Regulation (Posters)

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 9:00 AM-5:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T101. Can't Take the Heat? Temperature

as an Indicator and Tracer of

Environmental Change

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 502

T102. Cycling of Arsenic and Other

Associated Trace Elements in Global

Geohydrological Systems and

Management

Monday, 26 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM --

Room 502

T102. Cycling of Arsenic and Other

Associated Trace Elements in Global

Geohydrological Systems and

Management (Posters)

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T103. Emerging Contaminants in Water

Supplies

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 501

T107. In-Situ Technologies for Energy

Resource Extraction: The Role of Water

Wednesday, 28 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM -

- Room 501

T108. Interaction of Physical and

Biogeochemical Processes at

Groundwater–Surface-Water Interfaces

in Rivers, Lakes, Estuaries, and Coastal

Marine Settings

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 501
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2016 GSA Annual Meeting Program Schedule
Hydrogeology Division - Topical Sessions

Please see on page 15Meeting

DIVISION SPONSORED SESSIONS DATE/TOME/LOCATION (all in CCC)

T108. Interaction of Physical and

Biogeochemical Processes at

Groundwater–Surface-Water Interfaces

in Rivers, Lakes, Estuaries, and Coastal

Marine Settings (Posters)

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T109. Karst Hydrology: New Insights of

Dynamic Aquifer Systems

Monday, 26 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 504

T110. Hydrogeological and

Geomorphological Responses to El Niño,

Extreme Weather Events, and Landscape

Disturbances

Wednesday, 28 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM -

- Mile High Ballroom 3B

T110. Hydrogeological and

Geomorphological Responses to El Niño,

Extreme Weather Events, and Landscape

Disturbances (Posters)

Wednesday, 28 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM -

- Exhibit Hall E/F

T112. Quantifying Groundwater/Surface

Water Interactions in the Field and on

the Computer

Monday, 26 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 501

T112. Quantifying Groundwater/Surface

Water Interactions in the Field and on

the Computer (Posters)

Monday, 26 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T113. Remote Sensing Applications in

Hydrology and Geology

Monday, 26 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 502

T113. Remote Sensing Applications in

Hydrology and Geology (Posters)

Monday, 26 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T115. Advances in Cave and Karst

(Posters): A Tribute to the Distinguished

Career of E. Calvin Alexander Jr.

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T115. Advances in Cave and Karst: A

Tribute to the Distinguished Career of E.

Calvin Alexander Jr.

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 504

T116. Karst Critical Zone Evolution: The

Rapid Responses of Carbonate Systems

to Changes in Climate, Sea Level,

Groundwater Pumping, and Land

Cover/Land-Use

Monday, 26 September 2016: 1:30 PM-5:30 PM --

Room 504
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2016 GSA Annual Meeting Program Schedule
Hydrogeology Division - Topical Sessions

DIVISION SPONSORED SESSIONS DATE/TOME/LOCATION (all in CCC)

T198. Beneath Da Vinci’s Feet: The

Multidisciplinary World of Soil Science

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 402

T198. Beneath Da Vinci’s Feet: The

Multidisciplinary World of Soil Science

(Posters)

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T201. Cenozoic Geology of the Great

Plains and Western United States:

Toward an Integrated Understanding of

a Sedimentary, Paleoecologic, and

Geohydrologic System

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 402

T201. Cenozoic Geology of the Great

Plains and Western United States:

Toward an Integrated Understanding of

a Sedimentary, Paleoecologic, and

Geohydrologic System (Posters)

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 9:00 AM-5:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T208. Deconstructing Damage: Holistic

Perspectives on the Spatiotemporal

Evolution of Brittle Fault Zones

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 203

T208. Deconstructing Damage: Holistic

Perspectives on the Spatiotemporal

Evolution of Brittle Fault Zones (Posters)

Sunday, 25 September 2016: 9:00 AM-5:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

T212. Multifaceted Approaches to

Understanding Fluid-Fault Interactions in

Natural Resources and Geologic Hazards

Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 8:00 AM-12:00 PM --

Room 203

T212. Multifaceted Approaches to

Understanding Fluid-Fault Interactions in

Natural Resources and Geologic Hazards

(Posters)

Monday, 26 September 2016: 9:00 AM-6:30 PM --

Exhibit Hall E/F

Movie Screening: Written on Water
Written on Water, a documentary on the Ogallala
aquifer, will be shown Monday, September 26, 5:15
to 6:45 p.m., Colorado Convention Center, Room
501 (follows the Darcy Lecture).

Written On Water focuses on the Ogallala
Aquifer and examines the conflicts, politics,
economics, and scarcity pertaining to groundwater
in the West Texas region. Written On Water follows
farmers and the townspeople of a small town in the
Texas High Plains that are struggling to survive as
their wells run dry. The story highlights the tension

between property rights advocates and mandated
pumping limits. The film uses animation and lyrical,
sweeping cinematography to illustrate the birth and
evolutionary role of the Ogallala Aquifer as the
architect of the agricultural economy of the High
Plains. Right now, aquifer depletion is straining
western States such as California, Arizona,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado and New Mexico.

Following the showing, there will be time to
discuss the film with Ph.D. Geoscientist and Film
Maker, Merri Lisa Trigilio.
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BULLETIN BOARD

AGU Fall Meeting

The AGU Fall Meeting
will be held December
1 2 - 1 6 i n S a n
Franc i sco in the
Moscone Convention
Center. Registration
fees will increase after
N o v e m b e r 3 , s o
register today!

GSA 2017
Seattle, WA

Next year’s Annual
meeting will in Seattle,
WA. It will be held at the
usual time, October 22
-25. Watch out for the
field trip, technical
session and short
c o u r s e p r o p o s a l
deadlines!

GSA Section Meetings

Northeastern/North Central:

Southeastern
South-Central:
Cordilleran:
Rocky Mountain:

Pittsburgh, PA Mar 19-21
2017

: Richmond, VA Mar 30-31 2017
SanAntonio, TX Mar 13-14 2017

Honolulu, HI May 23-25 2017
Calgary, AB, Canada June 9-10

2017

NGWA Groundwater
Week

T  h  e N  G  W A
Groundwater Week
will be held December
6 - 8 in Las Vegas, NV.
Registration fees will
i n c r e a s e a f t e r
N o v e m b e r 4 , s o
register today!

PLACE YOUR
ANNOUNCEMENT

HERE

2017 BDL
will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of
future generations." This conservation, enjoyment
and protection mandate also applies to water
resources within parks.

Unlike most park resources, that are located
largely within park boundaries, or are completely
under the management control of the National Park
Service, park water resource issues and
management often involve greater challenges.
These challenges arise from the fact that surface
water and aquifer boundaries often extend beyond
park boundaries and because the legal authority to
allocate and manage water resources typically
resides with the states. Thus, parks often need to
consider resource issues at a larger landscape, or
seascape scale, and manage collaboratively with
neighbors and partners to protect, manage and
restore water resources. In addition, water resource
expertise is not always available within a park,
resulting in the need to partner with other agencies,
universities, friends groups, or regional and national
offices. Lastly, many park water resource issues
have broader legal, political, socioeconomic, and

Continued cultural implications requiring park managers to
consider more than just the science alone when
making a water resource management decision.

The lecture, using a series of examples from
various parks across the United States, will explore
the process of how parks identify water resource
needs, issues and concerns, and how they develop
and apply the necessary scientific information
needed to make water resource management
decisions. Specific challenges to decision making
and park water resource management will be
presented and explored including trans-boundary
issues, partnership building, scientific uncertainty,
funding and personnel/expertise, and making
science-based decisions that also appropriately
consider the legal, political, socioeconomic, and
cultural impacts of the decision. As part of the visit,
the lecturer will also present future water resource
research and management needs in parks and
across the nation, present information about
engaging in water resources research within parks,
and advise students on programs for seasonal and
permanent employment as a water resource
professional within the National Park Service.
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Hydrogeology Division Contacts
2016 Management Board

Standing Committees

Chair:
First Vice-Chair:

Second Vice Chair:

Secretary-Treasurer:

Student Representative:

Past Chair:

Technical Program Committee:

Nominating Committee:

Meinzer Award Committee:

Birdsall-Dreiss Lecturer Commitee:

Maxey Distinguished Service Award
Commitee:

Kohout Early Career Award:

Alicia Wilson:
Abe Springer:

Stephen Van der Hoven:

Eric Peterson:

Madelyn Percy:

Madeline Schreiber:

Mark Engle
(2016 - Denver)

Todd Halihan (Chair),
Alan Fryar,  Madeline Schreiber

Chunmiao Zheng
(Chair), Karen Johannesson, Charles Harvey,
Brian Berkowitz, Jack Sharp

Larry Band
(Chair), Cliff Voss, Lenny Konikow, Shemin Ge

Scott Bair (Chair), Robert Ritzi, Bill
Simpkins

Janet Herman
(Chair),  Laurel Larson, Peter Knappett, Mike
Cardiff, Ward Sanford

awilson@geol.sc.edu

Abe.Springer@nau.edu

sjvanderhoven@gmail.com

ewpeter@ilstu.edu

madelynp@live.unc.edu

mschreib@vt.edu

Ad Hoc Committees

Section Representatives:

Representatives to other Societies:

Newsletter Editor:

Web Administrator:

GSA Council Liaison to Hydro. Division:

Cordilleran - Beth Weinman
Northeastern - Todd Rayne
North Central - Sue Swanson
South Central - Marcia Schulmeister
Rocky Mountain - Andrew Manning
Southeastern - Jeffrey Wilcox
International: Prosun Bhattacharya

American Geophysical Union - Barbara Bekins
American Geosciences Institute - David Wunsch

National Ground Water Association - Bill Alley
International Assoc. of Hydrogeologists - Jack
Sharp
Society for Sedimentary Geology - Gary
Weissman
Soil Science Society of America - Michael Young

Andrea Brookfield:

Mike Sukop

Bill
Simpkins

Consortium of Universities for the Advancement
of Hydrologic Science - Holly Michael

andrea@kgs.ku.edu

Hydrogeology Division Website: < >http://community.geosociety.org/hydrodivision

From the Editor....
Welcome to the Fall 2016 edition of The Hydrogeologist.

As usual, if you have any
comments or article ideas please pass them on to me at

This edition
focuses on the upcoming 2016 GSA Annual Meeting in Denver, CO from
September 24 - 28, including Division events, and Division sponsored
Pardee and topical sessions. This edition also includes information about all
the 2016 awardees, including those for the O.E. Meinzer award, the George
Burke Maxey ServiceAward, and the Kohout Early CareerAward.

We hope to see you in Denver in a couple of weeks.

andrea@kgs.ku.edu.


